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Howdy, I have a global-scale "advertising-site". I have about 500 domains pointing to the one
website. I have implemented code that is hooked into each site. The code creates, loads, stores, and
updates a cookie on the visitors computer (accessed via http). The cookie was successfully and
immediately created and loaded. However, when I updated the cookie with a date/time stamp a week
later, the cookie was NOT updated. If I had changed the expiration date in the cookie storage
program to the current date/time stamp, the cookie would be updated. This is a problem as the
visitors have no way of changing the expiration date of the cookie on their own. After a week, it will
have expired and the user will see the old cookie. (Note: I have changed the cookie storage
program's expiration date to the current time-stamp as suggested here: This is still not working
properly. I have used selenium to update cookies on a few different websites and it does not work
properly with the new use of the "document.cookie" property. Any ideas? Hi, I'm trying to run
multiple domains on the same server. I do the following: 1.) copy the php file named
phpmyadmin-5.4.3-all-languages.zip onto the server 2.) Download the zip file and extract
phpmyadmin-5.4.3-all-languages.zip 3.) Open the file phpmyadmin-5.4.3-all-languages.zip using 7-
zip, and copy the file phpMyAdmin-5.4.3-all-languages.sql to the same directory on the server 4.)
Edit the SQL file: --- "/* Please create the directory `dir' and put the following file in it */" --- 5.)
Compile the file: 6.) Run the command Do you use a WordPress blog and want to automatically
upload images from your computer to the website? It is very easy to do using a plugin called Easy
Uploader Pro. The free version is great too. This plugin will automatically upload images and post
data from your computer to your WordPress blog! It is extremely easy to use, and all the
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